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“Assuring Accurate and Lower Monthly Expenses to Thousands Nationwide”  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Utility Auditing Professionals  

 
 

On average, 80% of organizations are overcharged  
on utility expenses due to calculation errors and  
discrepancies  billed  by  the  utility  providers.  The  
National Utilities Refund works with organizations  
to remove errors and overcharges within the utility  
invoices.  We will have the suppliers provide you a  
refund on errors and create uncontested reductions  
in  your  monthly  bill  by  removing  unnecessary  
charges.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ways to Reduce Your Utility Expenses  

 

Types of common errors found:  Reduce your rates  
 

  

   

  

  

   

   

 

Incorrect Rate Schedule  

Hidden telecom PICC charges  

Incorrect tax classifications  

Telephone cramming charges  

Charges on unused/old lines  

Excessive surcharges  

Simply save money by findings ways to  
reduce how much you pay per minute for  
telecom or kwh/dth for electric/gas.  There  
are a multitude of 3rd party suppliers that  
offer competitive rates and options.  As a  
24/7 operation, you may leverage your off-  
peak and weekend usage to obtain even  
lower rates from the suppliers.  

 
 

Decrease your consumption  
 use  
through services such as light retrofits, the  
installation of energy capacitors, and wire  
upgrades.  However, be sure to carefully  
evaluate your ROI before making an large  
investment.  NUR  does  not  offer  these  
types  of  products  but  we  can  help  you  
evaluate your decision at no cost!  
 

Recapture & Removed Overcharges  

 & Errors!  
 
 
 

No Risk!  

    No Obligations!  

     Purely Contingent Based!  

Our utility bill audit will rectify and refund  
any errors and overcharges found within  

your utility invoices.  You will directly add  
to your bottom line by removing charges  

you no longer need to pay for and have  
the satisfaction of knowing that that all of  
your invoices are 100% accurate.  
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